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Iomob’s 
RailMaaSTM 
Solution
Move ahead to the next 
generation of MaaS
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Welcome to the open, global 
platform for integrated travel.
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Rail services are the transit 
lifeblood of cities and regions. 
They provide consistent, reliable 
mobility for daily commuters and 
frequent travelers.

RailMaaSTM extends rail services to 
a new generation of mobility.

The quality and speed of rail services have improved  
markedly in the last ten years. During the same period, 
cities have seen an explosion of new app-based mobility 
services. 
 
Carsharing, carpooling, scooter and bikesharing, and 
ridehailing have become major players in urban travel. The 
new models offer great digital customer experiences, but 
are disconnected from existing rail and transit options. 
 
Meanwhile for rail operators,  large customer bases and 
useful  services continue to drive demand. But they often 
lack up-to-date consumer apps and connection to other 
mobility types.

To help consumers connect these services in new ways, 
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) models are introducing a 
new way to travel. With MaaS, travelers can discover a full 
range of public and private mobility services, in one app.
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RailMaaSTM 
by Iomob
RailMaaS is a MaaS platform and App designed to help 
rail operators integrate their services with all other 
public and private mobility services.

Using RailMaaS, any rail provider can launch their own 
MaaS solution, using their own brand.

Discover a wide 
range of non-rail 
mobility services.

Easily sign up to 
new services wi-
thin the app.

See end-to-end 
journey options and 
all mobility options.

Book and pay for 
those services.

1 3

2 4
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Deep Insight into 
Rail Customers
Iomob understands what your travelers are looking for 
to keep them moving. We worked with innovation 
consultancy SixFingers to observe, interview and 
interact with hundreds of rail customers, learning how 
they currently use rail services and other mobility apps.

We’ve developed a unique understanding of what your 
customers want in a rail-focused Maas solution:

Rail users like to discover, book and pay for their rail jour-
ney (especially intercity), in advance. This is usually done 
before exploring their first and last mile options.  

Users can book and pay for their advance rail ticket, then 
immediately book or plan their first and last mile. Or, they 
can store their ticket and add connections at a later time. 
RailMaaS is the only MaaS solution offering this 
combination of advance and just-in-time booking

Modularized Journeys

What we found

What we’ve done

Many rail users would appreciate the ability to make a 
one-click purchase of their entire door-to-door journey, 
simplifying the payment experience.

Rail customers are also public transit users, and frequent-
ly use a range of other mobility services: scooters, bikes, 
and taxis. Your customers are tired of having to download 
many different apps.  They would prefer one place to plan, 
book and pay for all their mobility.

We enable a one-click door-to-door capability for travel 
experiences. Behind the scenes, RailMaaS splits the trave-
lers payment to the selected providers.

Iomob RailMaaS is designed for your customers to use as 
their one-stop every day mobility app - whether or not 
they use rail on that particular day.

What we found

What we found

One App for all Travel in 
your Region

Integrated Payments

What we’ve done

What we’ve done
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Customers would like their mobility app to work in 
nearby cities and regions. This means frequent travellers 
(e.g. cross-border commuters) need fewer apps.

Iomob has developed RailMaaS in a way that enables rail 
operators to offer their customers the same MaaS 
experience abroad as they have at home. 

A rail customer using Iomob’s technology in Spain, could 
travel to Sweden and continue to receive access to a 
range of mobility services, through their Spanish app.  
 
This ability is unique in MaaS technology. It gives you 
the ability to expand your digital footprint much faster 
than your physical infrastructure.

What we found

Mobility Roaming

What we’ve done
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RailMaaSTM Enterprise 
Integrations
Rail operators need more than just a great MaaS 
platform. It must be able to scale and integrate into 
enterprise systems. Iomob has partnerships and 
integrations with major enterprise solution providers.

Iomob partners with Microsoft to integrate their 
Dynamics solution, enabling direct data connections 
between Dynamics ERP and CRM and the MaaS platform. 

Iomob’s platform is multi-cloud. We have advanced 
integration and use of Azure, as part of a broader 
Microsoft partnership. Iomob also fully supports SaaS 
hosting on AWS (Amazon Web Services).

CRM/ERP

Multi-Cloud

Iomob has a full integration with Stripe Connect. 
Stripe supports easy onboarding of new mobility services, 
and distribution of payments across providers.

However, Iomob is payment-platform agnostic. We can 
support integration with your existing payment solution.

Iomob has partnered with Everis, a global integration 
consultancy with 24,000 employees. 
Everis has deep experience in large scale transportation 
projects, offering you peace-of-mind to pursue your 
organisation-wide technology integrations.

Payments

Enterprise Integration Partner
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About Iomob

Our customers include: 

Renfe, the National Rail company of Spain 
Skanetrafiken, the transit agency for south west Sweden 
Metlink, the transit agency for Wellington, New Zealand

Iomob has won several awards for our next-generation 
MaaS technology, including the 2019 Public Choice award 
from ERTICO (the ITS agency in Europe). 

Iomob has participated in prestigious technology ac-
celerators such as Renfe’s TrenLab, Wayra UK Transport 
Systems Catapult, and Techstars “City of 2030”.

Our Europe-based team has globally recognised expertise 
in smart cities, transportation and network algorithms.

Iomob is exclusively dedicated to 
building an open, interoperable, 
world-class MaaS solution. 
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www.iomob.net

contact@iomob.net


